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By Professor of English Jonathan Lamb

Createspace, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. The Banjax Arrest is a psychological mystery set among religious
fanatics on a distant lunar colony. This fast-paced novel combines a young man s inner struggle
with a quest to bring down a tyrant and rescue a community from impending destruction. After
sustaining a traumatic head injury as a teenager Troy Pace suffers severe memory loss and his
personality is altered. Once a promising student he becomes an anti-social drop-out whose
repeated brushes with the law embarrass his high-ranking politician father. Following a violent
nocturnal episode with a young woman he is dispatched to a remote moon acquired for habitation
by the fugitive tycoon Baron Banjax. There he discovers a colony whose inhabitants are struggling
to survive after a devastating meteorite impact and over which hangs the shadow of the ruthless
cult leader, Croman. Still struggling to control his own demonic urges, Troy undertakes to carry out
an assassination that will save the colonists. Yet in seeking redemption for his past misdeeds he will
ultimately learn that he is a pawn in an even more sinister game.
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These kinds of ebook is the ideal book readily available. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You may like the way the blogger
publish this ebook.
-- Miss Pa t O 'K eefe Sr .-- Miss Pa t O 'K eefe Sr .

Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tim othy Lynch-- Tim othy Lynch
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